
To promote the local culture and

history of Hong Kong outside the

classroom, the Joyful Learning

Group  organized a tour to the

Tai O Fishing Village, also

known as the Venice of Hong

Kong.

They visited the stilt house, got

on a boat ride and made salted

eggs and fishing nets. Let's look

at some of the highlights of the

day.

TAI O FISHING VILLAGE TOUR

11th July, 2023
In a blink of an eye, the term is coming to an end. Entering the post-exam
period, students are able to take a break and enjoy a variety of wonderful
activities. Let's take a look at all the fun they had. 
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In collaboration with the Neighbourhood Advice-Action Council, our school has

arranged a series of Festival Carnivals to spread the festive atmosphere around

the campus and wrapped up the series with the Dragon-Boat Festival. Students not

only learned about the traditional food and activities, but also had a taste of the

dragon boat race. We hope all students can embrace cultures that are different

from their own.

The girls are ready for the race! They

look excited sitting on the dragon boat! 

Oh! The yellow dragon was trying

their best to catch up before the

finishing line.

It was the first time our NCS

students made the Sun-baked

salted eggs. Hope they enjoy the

eggs at home:)
Let's embark on the boat ride to

find white dolphin! 



I believe the most

educational event this

year was visiting the

Palace Museum. This

trip had enhanced my

knowledge on

historical Chinese

clothing and traditions.

I enjoy sharing my

newly gained

knowledge to people

who are unaware of

Chinese history.

The end of the year means

it is the perfect time to

reflect on the amazing

journey this year. Let's see

what the students say about

their favourite activities at

school.

I think the most

helpful activity this

year was the after-

school tutorial

because I can hand in

my homework earlier

and the teachers are

very kind and funny. I

hope it should

happen again next

year.

I think the pre-examrevision class was themost helpful activitythis year because ithelped me a lot and Ican do revision onceagain before theexam. I wish to see itagain next year.

The most impressive  event in my opinionwas visiting differentislands around HongKong. It was very
interesting,

interactive andenlightening. I lovedlearning about peoplein the outskirts ofHong Kong and howtheir lives aredifferent from mine.

I think the Cantonese
class is the most
helpful activity

because it helps me
with many difficult
Chinese questions.
The teachers were

kind and helpful. They
taught different vocab

such as Hong Kong
cuisine, places,

job,etc.
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